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A tool kit of vectors was designed to manipulate and express genes from a wide range of gram-negative species by using in vivo recombination. Saccharomyces cerevisiae can use its native recombination proteins to combine several amplicons in a single transformation step with high efficiency. We show that this technology is particularly useful for vector design. Shuttle, suicide, and expression vectors useful in a diverse group of bacteria are described and utilized. This report describes the use of these vectors to mutate clpX and clpP of the opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa and to explore their roles in biofilm formation and surface motility. Complementation of the rhamnolipid biosynthetic gene rhlB is also described. Expression vectors are used for controlled expression of genes in two pseudomonad species. To demonstrate the facility of building complicated constructs with this technique, the recombination of four PCR-generated amplicons in a single step at >80% efficiency into one of these vectors is shown. These tools can be used for genetic studies of pseudomonads and many other gram-negative bacteria.

Cloning using Saccharomyces cerevisiae homologous recombination is a powerful technique in which PCR primers with stretches of homologous DNA are used to target recombination of an amplicon with a vector (9, 21, 25, 27). Cloning of an amplicon with yeast recombination into an intact vector can be done without restriction enzymes, but this requires the use of a selectable or counterselectable marker. The formation of a gap or double-stranded break in the vector by restriction enzyme digestion allows selective cloning of unmarked amplicons (29). An amplicon can seamlessly replace any part of the DNA in a vector with no need for enzyme sites at the junctions of the recombined pieces of DNA, as long as the yeast replication machinery is not replaced and the ends of the amplicons (or other DNA with homologous ends) to be added to a vector are on either side of the digest site (gap) in the vector. Therefore, multiple unmarked pieces of DNA can efficiently be assembled together in a single step using this method. In addition to fusions, directed mutations, restriction sites, and other changes can be designed into the primers. This technique is particularly useful for building vectors and complex constructs.

The basic concept of cloning with gap repair is as follows. A vector able to replicate in yeast with a selective marker, such as URA3, is digested (gapped) with a restriction enzyme. Primers that amplify the region of DNA that one wants to insert into the yeast-replicating plasmid (30 to 40 bp in length). One or more targeted amplicons and the gapped vector are simultaneously introduced into yeast cells. A subset of these cells recombines the amplicon(s) and vector via Saccharomyces cerevisiae native recombination enzymes, generating stable circularized plasmids. Linearized or gapped vectors are not stable in yeast, while vectors that circularize through homologous recombination are stable. Cells containing circularized plasmids can be selected for by being plated on medium selective for the vector backbone (e.g., deficient in uracil).

We present a tool kit of vectors designed to manipulate and express genes from a wide range of gram-negative species by using S. cerevisiae in vivo recombination.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains and growth conditions. Strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 1. Escherichia coli strain DH5α was used as a host strain for plasmid construction and propagation, while S17-1 was used for conjugations with Pseudomonas species (37). Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain PA14 and Pseudomonas fluorescens strain WCS365 were used for phenotypic experiments (13, 31). S. cerevisiae strains DC49-7.1c and InvSc1 (Invitrogen Corporation) were used interchangeably for the in vivo homologous recombination used to modify plasmids (1). E. coli and Pseudomonas strains were grown with LB medium. S. cerevisiae was grown with yeast extract-peptone-dextrose (1% Bacto yeast extract, 2% Bacto peptone, and 2% dextrose), and selections were performed with synthetic defined agar-uracil (Qiogene 4813-065). E. coli was transformed by electroporation, whereas Pseudomonas was transformed by conjugation or electroporation (5). Ampicillin at 75 μg/ml and 150 μg/ml was used for plasmid selection and propagation, respectively, for E. coli or 50 to 1000 μg/ml for P. aeruginosa. Gentamicin was used at 10 μg/ml for E. coli and 50 to 100 μg/ml for Pseudomonas strains. Kanamycin was used at 50 μg/ml for E. coli and 150 to 250 μg/ml for P. fluorescens. Tetracycline was used at 15 μg/ml for E. coli and 75 to 150 μg/ml for Pseudomonas species. Nalidixic acid was used at 20 μg/ml for selection against E. coli following E. coli-Pseudomonas sp. conjugations.

Plasmid construction. All vectors, with the exception of pMQ87, pMQ89, pMQ57, pMQ65, and pMQ90, were built using yeast gap repair as follows. A yeast-replicating vector to be modified was cut with a restriction enzyme(s). Primers were made to amplify DNA to be joined with the cut vector, including ~40-bp tails that are homologous to the cut vector on each side of the restriction enzyme cut site (up to 2,000 bp from the cut site). A small sample of the amplicon was run out on a gel to ensure that the desired band was in molar excess to any other.
bands, and if it was not, the desired band was gel purified. Overnight cultures of <i>S. cerevisiae</i> were cotransformed with both linear pieces of DNA, and recombinants were selected on uracil dropout medium. Plasmids were liberated from the yeast replicon and selectable marker (Fig. 1).

**Construction of pMQ87 and pMQ89.** Plasmid pMQ30 is derived from pEX18-Gm, a vector used for two-step gene replacement experiments with <i>Pseudomonas</i> species (18), onto which were added elements needed for replication and selection in <i>S. cerevisiae</i>. pMQ30 was made by homologous recombination in yeast (see below for protocol); a 1,633-bp PCR amplicon containing the selectable and counter-selectable gene was proximal to the <i>S. cerevisiae</i> pRO1600 origin by using yeast homologous recombination. The pMQ30’s intrinsic high level of kanamycin resistance. Because the CEN6-URA3 amplicon is linear and without telomeres, it is not stably maintained in the yeast cell, but cells in which the linear CEN6-URA3 amplicon and the digested pEX18-Gm had recombined to form a circular stable construct were able to grow on selective medium. Plasmids were liberated from uracil-prototrophic yeast and electroporated into <i>P. aeruginosa</i> using these plasmids, although we were able to do so with a positive-control pUCP20 with the same replication machinery (39). The URA3 gene was proximal to the <i>S. cerevisiae</i> pRO1600 origin by using yeast homologous recombination. Plasmids pMQ51, pMQ52, and pMQ61. Homologous recombination was used to add the pRO1600 replicon to pRS416 and pRS424, resulting in plasmids pV204 and pV204-2am, respectively. We were unable to transform <i>Pseudomonas aeruginosa</i> using these plasmids, although we were able to do so with a positive-control pUCP20 with the same replication machinery (39). The URA3 gene was proximal to the <i>S. cerevisiae</i> pRO1600 origin by using yeast homologous recombination. The kanamycin cassette from pUG6 was chosen rather than a transcriptional terminator because the addition of a selectable marker broadened the usefulness of these plasmids as well as aided in recovery of the correct construct (14). The resulting plasmids, pMQ51 (2am) and pMQ52 (CEN6), were able to replicate in both <i>P. aeruginosa</i> and <i>P. fluorescens</i> (Fig. 1). The kanamycin resistance cassette from pUG6 is useful for conferring antibiotic resistance in <i>E. coli</i> and <i>S. cerevisiae</i>, where it confers resistance to kanamycin and G418 sulfate, respectively, and <i>P. fluorescens</i>, but not in <i>P. aeruginosa</i>, because of <i>P. aeruginosa</i>’s intrinsic high level of kanamycin resistance.

To generate pMQ61, pMQ51 was digested in the ampicillin resistance deter-

### Table 1. Strains and plasmids used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain or plasmid</th>
<th>Genotype or description</th>
<th>Source or reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strains</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;i&gt;Escherichia coli&lt;/i&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH5α</td>
<td>supE44 ΔlacU169(Δ80lacZ2ΔM15) hisD17 thi-1 relA1 recA1</td>
<td>Life Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S17-1</td>
<td>thi pro hisD1 hisD2 recA1 RP4-2::TcMu-Km::Tn</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;i&gt;P. aeruginosa&lt;/i&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA14</td>
<td>Wild type, clinical isolate</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSS255</td>
<td>PA14 clpX:pRMQS84</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP1</td>
<td>PA14 clpX::GFP&lt;sup&gt;P&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMC2758</td>
<td>PA14 rhlB::kanMX4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&lt;i&gt;P. fluorescens&lt;/i&gt;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCS365</td>
<td>Wild type, environmental isolate</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMC2836</td>
<td>WCS365 ΔtopD</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;i&gt;S. cerevisiae&lt;/i&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC49-7.1c</td>
<td>MATa leu2-3,112 trp1-289 ura3-52 arg4-Δ57,VR&lt;sup&gt;V&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InvSc1</td>
<td>MATa/MATα leu2/leu2 trp1-289/289 ura3-52/52 his3-1/his3-1</td>
<td>Invitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plasmids</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBAD18</td>
<td>E. coli expression vector with pBAD&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt; and araC</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-CTX</td>
<td>CTX phage neutral site integration vector</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pEPS485</td>
<td>p15a containing TX&lt;sup&gt;E&lt;/sup&gt; expression vector</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pEX18-Gm</td>
<td>Gram-negative allelic replacement vector</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pGFPmut3</td>
<td>E. coli vector with mutated GFP allele</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pB787TTFKm1</td>
<td>RK2 broad-host-range reporter construct</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pRS415</td>
<td>S. cerevisiae-E. coli shuttle vector</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pRS416</td>
<td>S. cerevisiae-E. coli shuttle vector</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pRS426</td>
<td>S. cerevisiae-E. coli shuttle vector</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pUCP20</td>
<td>Pseudomonas-E. coli shuttle vector</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pUG6</td>
<td>luxP-kanMX-loxP construct</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pYC2-CT</td>
<td>S. cerevisiae-E. coli shuttle vector</td>
<td>Invitrogen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A fragment 644 bp upstream and 234 bp downstream of the bla gene was replaced with a gentamicin resistance-conferring gene (aacC1) from pEX18-Gm (Fig. 1).

Construction of conjugal shuttle vectors pMQ56, pMQ57, pMQ64, and pMQ65. pMQ51 and pMQ61 were digested with MluI and modified with an oriT-containing amplicon with 40-bp tails that target replacement of the kanMX cassette by using yeast homologous recombination. The primers used to make the oriT amplicon also contained a PmlI site that was subsequently used to remove the yeast replication machinery. From these recombination events, we made pMQ56 (CEN, ampicillin resistance, oriT) and pMQ64 (2/2/H9262m, gentamicin resistance, oriT). The yeast machinery of pMQ56 was removed by digestion with PmlI; one site was engineered between oriT and URA3, and the other is within the CEN6 region. The resulting fragment was recircularized with T4 DNA ligase, generating pMQ57. A similar strategy was used with pMQ64, except that we used XmnI, which cuts in the 2/2 origin, and PmlI, both of which leave blunt ends. The ligated product lacks the ability to replicate in yeast and was dubbed pMQ65 (Fig. 1).

Primer design. DNA sequences to be recombined were placed together in silico by using Gene Construction Kit software (Textco, Inc.). Additional features, such as synthetic ribosome binding sites, were added, and the junctions were selected and incorporated as part of the primer sequence.

In vivo cloning procedures (gap repair) and yeast minipreps. Yeast was grown overnight in yeast extract-peptone-dextrose at 30°C and transformed using a modified “lazy bones” transformation protocol (3, 10). Plasmids were recovered from yeast using the “smash and grab” method (3, 20).

Phenotypic assays. Rhamnolipid preparation and analysis, surface motility assays, and immunoblotting were performed using published protocols (4, 17, 18, 20, 23).

FIG. 1. Tool kit for use with genes from gram-negative bacteria. Shown are maps of vectors for manipulating bacterial genes by using S. cerevisiae-based homologous recombination. Vector maps are shown as linearized at the first base pair and are not shown to scale. Constructs are clustered based upon suggested utility. sacB, Bacillus subtilis levansucrase gene for counterselection; oriT, origin of conjugal transfer; TIT2, E. coli rmB transcriptional terminators; lacZa, lacZa with multicloning site driven by the lactose promoter; ColE1, high-copy-number variants of the narrow-host-range ColE1 origin of replication; p15a, narrow-host-range, low-copy origin of replication; aacC1, gentamicin resistance determinant from Tn1696; URA3, orotidine-5″-phosphate decarboxylase gene from S. cerevisiae; CEN/ARS, low-copy yeast replication and segregation machinery; kanMX, kanamycin/G418 resistance cassette from pUG6; Pm14-rep, pKO1600 broad-host-range replicon; bla, ampicillin and carbenicillin resistance determinant; 2/2, yeast episomal plasmid replicon; PBAD-araC, arabinose-inducible promoter system from E. coli; RK2-rrfA, minimal replicon from the extremely-broad-host-range RK2 plasmid; GFP, bright and stable GFPmut3 variant. Plasmid request information can be found at http://www.dartmouth.edu/~gorulee/vectors.html.
38). Antihemagglutinin (anti-HA) antibodies were from QED Bioscience, Inc. (18850-01), and anti-green fluorescent protein (GFP) antibodies were from U.S. Biological, Inc. (G8965-10C).

Phase-contrast and epifluorescent microscopy were performed with a model DM IRBE inverted microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany), and photomicrographs were taken with a charge-coupled-device camera (model Orca C4742-5; Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan) and analyzed with Open Lab 4.0.2 software (Improvision, Coventry, England). Flow cell experiments were performed as previously described (8).

Plasmid maps, sequences, and request information can be found at http://www.dartmouth.edu/~gotoool/vectors.html.

**Nucleotide sequence accession numbers.** Nucleotide sequences for vectors have been deposited in GenBank under accession numbers DQ230317 to DQ230324 and DQ642033 to DQ642043.

**RESULTS**

**Modeling of gram-negative bacterial vectors using *S. cerevisiae*.** (i) Vectors for allelic replacement in gram-negative organisms unable to support replication of the CoIE1 origin. An existing gene replacement vector (pEX18-Gm) (18) was modified such that it was able to replicate in *S. cerevisiae*, resulting in plasmid pMQ30 (Fig. 1). pEX18-Gm has many fine features, including the counterselectable marker sacB, a high-copy CoIE1 variant origin of replication, an origin for conjugal transfer, and a multicloning site in *lacZa* for blue-white screening (18). Sequences required for stable replication in *S. cerevisiae* and a selectable/counterselectable marker, URA3, were added to pEX18-Gm by using homologous recombination in yeast. For more details on the construction of pMQ30 and all subsequent vectors, see Materials and Methods; also see Table S1 in the supplemental material for primers, Table S2 in the supplemental material for a key to vector construction, and Table S3 in the supplemental material for host ranges of the replicons used in this study.

pMQ30 was subsequently modified using yeast homologous recombination. The low-copy p15a origin of replication (also referred to as the pACYC origin) for *E. coli* was used to replace the high-copy CoIE1-based origin to generate pMQ75 (Fig. 1). We hypothesized that the lower copy number afforded by the p15a origin would circumvent many toxicity problems associated with excess gene copy number.

pMQ30 was used to mutate the *clpP* gene of *P. aeruginosa* (Fig. 2). In this case, we replaced the *clpP* open reading frame with the *GFP* open reading frame. We also made clean deletion constructs by amplifying 500- to 1,000-bp regions upstream and downstream of a gene with primers that have homology on one side with the vector and the other side with each other. The two amplicons and the gapped vector were used to cotransform yeast, and recombinant constructs were selected for on medium deficient in uracil (not shown).

(ii) *E. coli–S. cerevisiae* shuttle vectors usable as suicide vectors in gram-negative organisms unable to support replication of the CoIE1 origin. Vectors were designed specifically to disrupt genes via single-crossover events or to complement genes in their native context. The use of gene disruption by single-crossover events resulting in internal duplication is very quick and easy compared to allelic replacement and is also useful to rapidly test the importance of a gene to a biological phenomenon. This approach is especially useful when genomic or proteomic data implicate multiple genes in a biological process that would otherwise require considerable time to mutate through traditional allelic replacement.

We chose pMQ30 as a backbone for a suicide vector. The *sacB* gene was removed via homologous recombination to in-
crease the stability of single-crossover constructs in the bacterial chromosome, generating pMQ87 (Fig. 1).

The yeast replication machinery was also removed by using a yeast recombination-introduced StuI restriction site, yielding pMQ89 (not shown).

(iii) E. coli-S. cerevisiae-Pseudomonas shuttle vectors. Shuttle vectors that replicate in a range of gram-negative organisms as well as S. cerevisiae were made for complementation and other purposes. To make yeast-E. coli-Pseudomonas shuttle vectors, a Pseudomonas stability-conferring sequence from pUCP20 (originally from the cryptic P. aeruginosa plasmid pRO1600) was added to two yeast-E. coli shuttle vectors of the pRS400 series (35, 36). The pRO1600 replicon is sufficient for replication in many Pseudomonas species as well as Klebsiella species and has been shown to be stable even in the lack of selection (see Table S3 in the supplemental material) (28, 39). The pRS400 backbones we chose were pRS416 and pRS426, which differ by both copy number in the yeast cell and size. pRS416 is a centromeric (CEN) plasmid and therefore is maintained at 1 to 2 copies per cell, while pRS426 is a 2μm plasmid, maintained at about 25 copies per cell (36). Both plasmids have the CoEl1-derived pBluescript high-copy origin of replication, a lacZ-associated multicloning site, an ampicillin resistance gene (bla) for gram-negative bacteria, and a URA3 marker for yeast. These plasmids also have T7 and Plac promoters that can be utilized for gene expression. The Plac promoter is useful in pseudomonads as a low-level constitutive promoter.

Homologous recombination was used to add the pRO1600 replicon and a kanamycin resistance cassette to pRS416 and pRS426, resulting in plasmids pMQ51 (2μm) and pMQ52 (CEN6), which were able to replicate in both P. aeruginosa and P. fluorescens (Fig. 1 and data not shown).

pMQ51 was further modified with addition of a gentamicin resistance gene by use of yeast homologous recombination to generate pMQ61 (Fig. 1).

(iv) Shuttle vectors containing oriT. Homologous recombination was used to add the RP4 oriT to pMQ51 and pMQ61 shuttle vectors. The resulting plasmids, pMQ56 (CEN, ampicillin resistance, oriT) and pMQ64 (2μm, gentamicin resistance, oriT), were made with primers that contained a PmlI site that was subsequently used to remove the yeast replication machinery from these plasmids. The yeast machinery of pMQ56 and pMQ61 was removed, generating vectors pMQ57 and pMQ65, respectively (Fig. 1 and data not shown).

These oriT-containing plasmids are capable of replication in and conjugation into P. aeruginosa (data not shown). Conjugations were done using E. coli strain S17-1, which bears transfer elements from RP4 on its chromosome (37).

(v) Expression vectors. All of the preceding vectors contain the Plac promoter driving the lacZα gene. These vectors could be used for expression of genes in Pseudomonas simply by recombining or ligating an open reading frame and ribosome binding site of interest downstream from the Plac promoter; however, Pseudomonas spp. do not have the lac repressor, and therefore expression from Plac is constitutive. The Prad promoter and the araC repressor are known for tight control of gene expression in E. coli and other species, so we chose this regulatory system for use with pseudomonads (15, 26). Newman and Fuqua have previously described the utility of the Prad promoter-bearing vectors for pseudomonads and other gram-negative organisms (26). Prad and araC and transcriptional terminators were amplified from pBAD18 and recombed onto several of the shuttle vectors described above by completely replacing the lacZα gene and Plac promoter, generating pMQ70 from pMQ56, pMQ71 from pMQ61, and pMQ72 from pMQ64 (Fig. 1). The PmlI-PmlI yeast replication fragment was removed from pMQ70 to yield pMQ90. The lacZα gene was recombined into pMQ70 under the control of the Prad promoter to enable arabinose-dependent blue-white screening in appropriate E. coli strains (pMQ91) (Fig. 1). E. coli strain DH5α bearing pMQ91 forms blue colonies on selective medium containing X-Gal (5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-D-galactopyranoside) plus l-arabinose but not on the same plates without l-arabinose (data not shown).

(vi) Increased host range. The very-broad-host-range replication machinery of the RK2 plasmid was used to extend the usefulness of this tool kit. RK2-based vectors are commonly used in the study of diverse gram-negative genera (see Table S2 in the supplemental material). We replaced the pRO1600 replication machinery with the minimal RK2 replicon by homologous recombination. This replicon has been shown to be remarkably stable without selection in P. aeruginosa and E. coli but requires selection in Azotobacter vinelandii (2). The genetic information swap was performed with pMQ78 and pMQ80 to generate pMQ95 and pMQ97, respectively (Fig. 1). PA14 was transformed with these vectors, and GFP expression was found to be similar to that exhibited by PA14 with pMQ78 and pMQ80 (data not shown).

Inactivation of ClpP but not ClpX stimulates biofilm formation in P. aeruginosa. The ClpP protease has been shown to be conditionally required for Pseudomonas fluorescens biofilm formation (30). With Staphylococcus aureus, clpP mutants have been shown to exhibit elevated levels of biofilm production, while mutants of the ClpP-binding partner, clpX, produce diminished biofilms (12). We used some of the tools described in this work to examine the role of these two important proteins in P. aeruginosa surface-associated behaviors.

The clp P ORF was replaced directly with GFPuvr by using a pMQ30-based construct (data not shown). A clpP::GFPuvr allelic replacement construct was generated in a single recombination step. Briefly, primers were used to amplify clpP with flanking regions homologous to pMQ30. A second pair of primers was used to amplify a GFPuvr with flanking regions homologous to clpP. First, the clpP amplicon was digested in the open reading frame with SmaI. Uracil prototrophs were pooled, and plasmid DNA was acquired and transformed into E. coli. Gentamicin-resistant colonies that were also white on X-Gal were collected and analyzed by restriction digestion and sequenced. The proximity of the homologous targeting DNA to the restriction site does not seem to be important for the efficacy of these reactions. The clpP amplifying primers were also used to add the wild-type locus to pMQ30 for future allelic replacement or complementation scenarios (pRMQS44).

The clp P deletion strain grew slowly and exhibited reduced surface swimming motility (Fig. 2A and data not shown). Although clpP mutants grew slowly, they formed more robust
biofilms than the wild-type strain in M63 medium supplemented with arginine under flow conditions (Fig. 2B). We used pRMQS84, described above, to disrupt clpX. The plasmid was introduced into P. aeruginosa by conjugation, and all gentamicin-resistant candidates were found to have pRMQS84 disrupting clpX (data not shown). We found that clpX was not essential for Pseudomonas aeruginosa, unlike for some other bacteria, such as Caulobacter crescentus (22). clpX::pRMQS84 mutants exhibited slightly reduced growth rates and altered surface motility (Fig. 2A and data not shown). The effect of clpX disruption upon biofilm formation under sheared conditions was determined with M63 medium using arginine as a sole carbon source. Under the conditions utilized, clpX mutants formed biofilms in a manner similar to that of the wild type (Fig. 2B).

pMQ87 was subsequently used to mutate a number of genes implicated in biofilm formation by simply transforming P. aeruginosa with the pMQ87-based construct via conjugation or electroporation followed by selection for gentamicin-resistant colonies (Daniel Kadouri, Daniel MacEachran, and G. A. O'Toole, unpublished observations). The primers used to amplify pRMQS84 disrupting clpX from pGFPmut3 was introduced into vectors pMQ70 to pMQ72 by homologous recombination for use as a reporter. GFPmut3 is a stable and bright variant of GFP (6). The primers used to amplify GFPmut3 contained an engineered ribosome binding site 8 bp upstream of the start codon of GFP as well as 40-bp tails that target recombination downstream of the PBAD promoter on pMQ70 to pMQ72. Uracliauxotrophic yeast (InvSc1) cells were transformed by the addition of both the GFP-containing amplicon and pMQ70 (or pMQ71 or pMQ72 in separate reactions) that had been digested with SmaI. Yeast transformants were pooled, and plasmid DNA was prepared and electroporated into E. coli which was subsequently plated on selective medium containing 100 mM l-arabinose. Antibiotic-resistant colonies were screened for GFP fluorescence by use of epifluorescent microscopy. Constructs verified to contain GFP were dubbed pMQ78, pMQ79, and pMQ80, respectively (Fig. 1). Fluorescence in E. coli was found to be independent upon the presence of l-arabinose, and there was little leakiness, based on the lack of observable GFP fluorescence, even though these plasmids have very high copy numbers in E. coli (data not shown). The plasmids were conjugated into P. aeruginosa strain PA14 and tested for fluorescence during growth in a dilution series of l-arabinose. We found that at 100 mM l-arabinose the majority of cells fluoresced brightly, while PA14 bearing a no-GFP vector control (pMQ72) did not fluoresce (Fig. 3A and data not shown). Cells grown with 1 mM arabinose were clearly less bright, cells grown with 0.1 mM arabinose had detectable but very low levels of fluorescence, and those grown without arabinose exhibited no fluorescence at the exposure used (Fig. 3A).

The efficacy of these expression vectors was also assessed in P. fluorescens. The lapD gene of P. fluorescens is adjacent to the lapA gene and is implicated in biofilm formation (16, 17). The open reading frame of lapD, including 34 bp upstream and 25 bp downstream, was recombined into pMQ72 via yeast homologous recombination (pMQ72+lapD). Additionally, a truncated version of the gene lacking the C-terminal domain was cloned into pMQ72 (pMQ72+lapDΔC-term). These plasmids were electroporated into P. fluorescens and grown in broth culture supplemented with either 0% or 0.2% L-arabinose. Membrane fractions were prepared, run on polyacrylamide gels, transferred to nylon membrane, and immunoblotted with polyclonal anti-LapD antibodies (17). We observed relatively high levels of LapD in cultures grown with 0.2% arabinose and very little LapD from those grown without arabinose (Fig. 3B, lanes 3 and 4). We also observed stable expression of the LapDΔC-term polypeptide (Fig. 3B, lane 5). LapD antibodies showed predicted patterns with control wild-type and lapD deletion strains (Fig. 3B, lanes 1 and 2).

**Complementation of ΔrhlB with rhlB-GFP.** pMQ30 has previously been utilized to mutate the rhlB (rhamnolipid biosynthetic pathway) gene in P. aeruginosa (4). Rhamnolipids are biosurfactants and are hypothesized to modulate surface motility and biofilm architecture (4, 8). A biochemical approach was taken to directly determine the formation of rhamnolipids in the wild-type and rhlB::kanMX strains. Rhamnolipids were extracted from culture medium, separated on thin-layer chromatography plates, and detected by exposure to an anthrone-sulfuric acid mixture (Fig. 3C, lanes 1 and 3). RhlB is a rhamnosyltransferase that acts to add rhamnose moieties to rhamnolipid precursors, generating monorhamnolipids. Monorhamnolipids are subsequently converted to dirhamnolipids by RhlC. In the absence of RhlB, no rhamnolipids should be present, and that is what we observed from rhamnolipid preparations from rhlB::kanMX cultures, as was previously reported (4) (Fig. 3C, lane 3).

One advantage of using yeast homologous recombination is that seamless translational fusions can be made without multiple, possibly mutagenic, rounds of PCR associated with classical “sewing” techniques. We designed primers to fuse the rhlB ORF to the N terminus of GFP in pMQ78 and pMQ80. These primers direct a translational fusion of the last codon of rhlB to the first codon of GFP. pMQ78 and pMQ80 were digested with SmaI between the PBAD promoter and GFPmut3 and added to transformation reactions along with the targeted rhlB amplicon. The resulting plasmids, pRMQS96 and pRMQS98, were introduced into PA14 and the rhlB::kanMX strain. Rhamnolipid production was assessed as noted above for strains incubated in the presence of 100 mM l-arabinose. We observed that pRMQS98 was able to restore rhamnolipid production to the rhlB::kanMX strain (Fig. 3C, compare lanes 3 and 4). The GFP fusion can subsequently be used for microscopic visualization of the protein or as a convenient epitope tag.

This protocol is especially useful in making artificial operons for the study of prokaryotic genes. For example, in a single step we have cloned a two-gene operon while fusing a gene for cyan fluorescent protein or yellow fluorescent protein to the 3′ end of the first gene in the operon (C. M. Toutain and G. A. O'Toole, unpublished results). Each of these synthetic operons can then be expressed under the control of its own promoter or under regulation of PBAD or other promoters of choice or moved to pMQ30 (Fig. 1) to replace the chromosomal locus.

**High-efficiency recombination of multiple pieces of DNA.** The fusion of several pieces of DNA can easily be performed using yeast. This is especially useful for building complicated vectors and making gene fusions and site-directed mutations. As an example, we performed a complex reaction where we
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added four pieces of DNA to a vector in a single step. With pMQ87 (Fig. 4), in one step we (i) added the T5X inducible promoter-repressor system (11), (ii) added GFP, (iii) added F64L and S65T mutations to GFP, and (iv) fused a C-terminal 3HA epitope tag to GFP. The resulting plasmid was named pRMQS106 (Fig. 4A and B). At the same time, we removed the entire lacZ/H9251 gene and Plac promoter of pMQ87.

The four amplicons are (i) a xylose repressor-promoter with primers to target recombination with pMQ87 and GFP including an artificial ribosome binding site, (ii) a portion of the GFPuv ORF, corresponding to the first 63 amino acids, with primers that target recombination with the promoter sequence including an artificial ribosome binding site on one side and GFPuv targeting sequence with F64L and S65T mutations to GFP, and (iv) fused a C-terminal 3HA epitope tag to GFP and pMQ87 (Fig. 4A and B). S. cerevisiae was cotransformed by the four amplicons and pMQ87 that had been digested with SmaI. We observed a >10-fold ratio of transformants from the cut
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vector plus all four amplicons compared to the number of transformants from the cut vector alone. Hundreds of transformants were pooled, and their plasmids were obtained and used to transform E. coli. Colonies grown on selective medium plus 0.4% d-xylose were observed with fluorescent microscopy, and 11 of the 12 colonies tested exhibited bright green fluorescence (Fig. 4C). Additional candidate colonies were transferred to individual wells of a microtiter dish, each containing LB plus gentamicin plus 0.4% d-xylose, and grown overnight at 37°C. We examined the wells for GFP fluorescence with an inverted microscope and found that 52 out of 60 (86.7%) wells exhibited bright fluorescence. Cells in the microtiter plate were subjected to several rounds of freezing and thawing, and detergent was added to lyse cells. Lysates were then spotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane and immunoblotted using anti-HA antibodies. In control experiments, these commercially available antibodies detected no background bands in E. coli lysates on Western blots (Fig. 4D and data not shown). We found that while a control lysate bearing an empty vector exhibited no cross-reactivity to the HA antibody, 53 out of 60 (88%) candidate lysates reacted with anti-HA antibodies. Together, these results are consistent with >80% of candidate colonies containing constructs that had undergone five-way recombination events producing functional fusion proteins. This frequency is likely an underrepresentation of the actual frequency of recombinants for two reasons. (i) Original yeast transformants contained a mixture of uncut vectors that had not been digested in the original gap-generating digestion, gapped vectors that had closed through nonhomologous end joining, and gapped vectors that had closed through the targeted recombination events. Rather than screening through yeast transformants, we pooled them and electroporated yeast-plasmid preparations into E. coli. (ii) Gap-repaired vectors bearing the targeted recombinant construct may contain PCR-generated or recombination-generated mutations leading to a lack of GFP-3HA expression or a lack of production of a functional protein.

Western blot analysis was performed with cells bearing pRMQS106 (GFP-3HA) to further verify the construct. Cell lysates of E. coli strains bearing pMQ80 (PBAD-GFP), pMQ87 (negative control), or pRMQS106 (P5X-GFP-3HA) were immunoblotted with anti-GFP and anti-HA antibodies (Fig. 4D). With anti-GFP antibodies, a single band was identified from pMQ80 lysates, corresponding to approximately 25 kDa (GFP has a predicted mass of 26.9 kDa); no band was observed with the pMQ87 lysate, as expected; and a larger band was observed associated with pRMQS106 lysates (GFP-3HA has a predicted mass of ~31 kDa). Anti-HA antibodies revealed bands only with pRMQS106 lysates, and these corresponded to the same size as those observed with the anti-GFP antibodies (Fig. 4D).

**FIG. 4.** Yeast recombination facilitates the construction of multiple pieces of DNA. (A and B) Schematics depicting the recombination of four PCR-based amplicons into a gapped vector in a single step. (A) pMQ87 that has been digested with SmaI (gapped) and the four PCR-based amplicons: 1, xylR repressor-T5X promoter; 2, a 5′ region of GFPuvr with two mutations added to the primer; 3, a 3′ region of GFPuvr with two mutations added to the primer; 4, a 3HA tag. (B) Schematic diagram representing the recombinant product which has a modified GFP-3HA allele under the control of a xylose-regulated promoter (no. 1 to 4) all upon a yeast-E. coli shuttle vector. (C) Phase-contrast and epifluorescent micrographs of E. coli strains bearing either pMQ87 (no GFP) or pRMQS106 (GFP-3HA). Images were taken with identical exposure times. Magnification, ×400. Bar = 10 μm. (D) Immunoblots of lysates of E. coli cells bearing pMQ80 (PBAD-GFP), pMQ87 (vector alone), or pRMQS106 (P5X-GFP-3HA). Blots were probed with either anti-GFP or anti-HA antiserum. Cells were grown overnight in the presence of gentamicin and 0.4% glucose and then pelleted and diluted at 1:20 in LB supplemented with gentamicin and either 40 mM L-arabinose for the pMQ80 culture (GFP) or 0.4% (vol/vol) d-xylose for pMQ87 (vector) and pRMQS106 (GFP-3HA). Diluted cultures were grown for 3 h at 37°C before aliquots were taken for analysis. Lysates of cells bearing two independent pRMQS106 constructs are shown.
The two plasmids used in Fig. 4 were sequenced, and all five recombinant junctions from each construct were as predicted. Likewise, we sequenced the junctions for the majority of recombinant junctions for the vectors described here and all were as predicted, consistent with reports showing the high fidelity of recombination in S. cerevisiae.

**DISCUSSION**

In vivo cloning via gap repair is efficient, easy, and amenable to high-throughput applications. Here we describe a complete set of tools made for modification of bacterial genes by using yeast homologous recombination. While others have previously described the use of gap repair in cloning, a bacterium-centered set of tools has not been made. For example, Raymond and colleagues have previously described using this technique for cloning of Pseudomonas DNA and have described the clever use of oligonucleotide linkers that further broaden the flexibility of yeast recombination-mediated cloning (32, 33).

We used these vectors to manipulate genes from *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* and *P. fluorescens* to emphasize the power of a new set of molecular tools that take advantage of the *S. cerevisiae* native recombination proteins. Although these vectors were made with *Pseudomonas* spp. in mind, they can be used with many gram-negative organisms and thus are broadly useful. The bacterial origins of replication placed upon one or more of these vectors include ColE1, p15a, pRO1600, and RK2, allowing the use of these vectors to replicate in more than 30 species of bacteria. These tools will allow researchers who study many types of prokaryotic organisms, including nonmodel species, to conveniently modify DNA by using recombination.

Other systems for in vivo cloning have been described previously, and some can be used in conjunction with the vectors and system described here (7, 23). The vectors described here can be used with many existing tools designed for use with yeast, such as a set of constructs that allow epitope tagging of a protein of interest with any of a group of several epitopes with a single set of primers via yeast homologous recombination (24).

Cloning with yeast homologous recombination is an additional tool to facilitate molecular studies of a wide range of gram-negative organisms rather than a replacement for traditional in vitro cloning. However, this tool kit can be readily substituted for many applications of traditional cloning, particularly for large-scale cloning projects and for the construction of plasmids requiring multiple inserts, site-directed mutations, or precise junctions. While multiple ampclos can also be fused via splicing by overlap extension PCR, this method requires serial rounds of amplification, increasing the frequency of PCR-generated mutations, and is more limited with regard to the size of the final ampcloc. Also, recombination can be targeted hundreds of base pairs away from the gap site on a vector, providing a large advantage over traditional cloning methods where modifications are confined within existing restriction sites. This allows complete exchange of features on a vector, such as replicons or promoter/regulator systems. Another advantage is that, although yeast-based cloning can take longer, as yeast colonies can take 2 to 4 days to appear on selective plates, these methods often require much less handling time. Ampclos are used directly, and vector digests can be used without any purification or desalination. Additionally, the method of yeast transformation described here requires no lengthy preparation of competent cells. The disadvantages are the increased cost due to longer primers and the increased amount of time for yeast cultures to grow.
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